THE NEW SKY-RECTIFIED CO-ADDS
Although the coadded images of the IAC Stripe 82 Legacy Survey were carefully reduced, they still contain some residuals along the direction of the drift-scan which is along the Right Ascension. These residuals are illustrated in Fig. 1 and are the result of the different sky brightness in individual exposures that compose the final co-addition. Due to the careful treatment of the sky in the co-adding, the different sky brightness are preserved in the final stacked images showing residuals that can present brightness (in the worst case) as bright as 26 mag arcsec 2 . A correction of these residuals was already presented in the published version of the survey two years ago . Here we present a new version of the sky-rectified images of the IAC Stripe82 Legacy Survey, improving over the previous correction.
The procedure we have followed for producing better sky-rectified images is as follows. To create the masks we use our deepest dataset (i.e. the rdeep images). Masks of all the sources are obtained using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) on the original coadded images. Later, the masks are enlarged using a Gaussian kernel (with a width of 5 pixels) to include the missing flux beyond the masks provided by SExtractor. Additionally, to account for the diffuse light on the images (as the ones produced by the scattered light of the sources and the Galactic cirri emission) we create an extra mask using SExtractor in background mode, masking the areas above a certain threshold. Once the final mask in the r-deep band is created, we apply such mask to the rest of the bands. With this treatment the masked images only contain pixels which are mainly pure sky, or in the worst case, regions with a very weak contamination by diffuse light. The masked images are then used to estimate the global sky value. We associate such a value to each image as a reference to the sky in that image. In addition, the sky is measured along each pixel row of the image so as to follow the symmetry of the sky residuals (i.e. horizontal lines). We evaluate the difference between such sky row value and the global value and we remove/add such difference to every row. These differences, which are measured in the masked images, are applied to the images without masking, resulting in the sky-rectified images shown in Fig. 1 .
The result of the sky rectification is a significant improvement in the quality of the images, showing now a homogeneous sky. The new sky-rectified data allows an accurate photometry of extremely low (fainter than 26 mag arcsec 2 ) surface brightness structures, such as the emission by Galactic dust clouds in the Stripe82 area. The sky-rectified images are systematically deeper than the original sky subtracted ones. The improvement in the depth of the images can reach up to 0.1 mag arcsec −2 in the case of fields heavily contaminated by diffuse emission.
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